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PIERRE BONNARD 

1867 Fontenay-aux-Roses – Le Cannet 1947 
 
Jeune femme à sa toilette 
 
Pencil on paper. Circa 1931. 
Signed upper centre: Bonnard 
325 x 255 mm 
 
PROVENANCE: Acquired directly from the artist by the former owner – Private collection, France 
 
 
Pierre Bonnard was born in Fontenay-aux-Roses in 1867. He attended classes at the Académie Julian 
in the years 1886-7. Here he first came into contact with Paul Sérusier and Maurice Denis. The three 
young artists were co-founders of the group known as the Nabis (in Hebrew: ‘prophets’). They were 
enthusiastic admirers of Paul Gauguin and Japanese woodblock prints. Bonnard, who had studied 
law, acquired his lawyer’s licence in 1889 but in the same year started to study at the École des Beaux-
Arts in Paris.1 Only two years later he was exhibiting his paintings at the Salon des Indépendents. He 
met Marthe, his favourite model and later wife, in 1893. The couple moved into a house known as the 
Villa Bosquet in Le Cannet in the mid 1920s. From then on, the house was the focal point of 
Bonnard’s artistic activity. But he continued to travel extensively and in the early years only spent a 
few months of the year there. On the outbreak of the Second World War he settled in Le Cannet 
permanently. He died in 1947. 
 
The nude was one of Bonnard’s preferred subjects. He focused increasingly on the theme of women 
at their toilette from the early 1900s onwards. The move to the Le Cannet villa with its large, well-
equipped bathroom brought about a thematic change in his work. The recurrent motif of a nu accroupi 
au tub was to be replaced with a nu à la baignoire.  
Marthe was Bonnard’s sole model for his many versions of the nu à la baignoire. She spent much of her 
day in the bathroom so Bonnard had plenty of opportunity to sketch her. He continued to depict her 
as a young woman with a delicate, almost childlike body even in later life. There was no need to have 
his model take up different poses or see her simulate an activity – he was an observer on the sidelines 
witnessing an everyday ritual. His actual presence made little difference.2 This series of nudes in the bathtub, 
a ‘monument’ to Marthe’s obsessive compulsion, ranks along with Matisse’s bath scenes among the major works of the twentieth 
century, commented David Sylvester.3 
 
This fine drawing was probably executed in the early 1930s. It was thus executed in the same period as 
the painting titled Nu à la baignoire (Sortie du bain) [fig. 1]. Many elements in both the drawing and the 
painting – for example the checkerboard pattern of the tiling and the chair beside the bathtub – 

                                                             
1 Nancy Coleman Wolsk, From Thought to Form, in Pierre Bonnard: Early and Late, London 2002. 
2 Peter Kropmanns in Pierre Bonnard – Magier der Farbe, exhib. cat., Wuppertal 2010. 
3 David Sylvester, cited by Jacqueline Munck in The Nudes in the Bathtub, in Pierre Bonnard. The Work of Art: Suspending Time, exhib. 
cat., Paris 2006, p. 204. 
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recur in other works of the period. In the early 1930s, his handling of the nude has much in common 
with his work of the mid 1910s. A good example is the painting of 1913 titled Nu au tub (Femme accroupie) 
[fig. 2] where the fluid, rounded forms prefigure the harmonious roundness of the figure and the 
bath, chair and tiling in the present drawing.  
 
The drawing belongs to a group of stylistically comparable studies executed on paper and in similar 
format. Compositionally, they are closely related to the present sheet and display a similar 
preliminary drawing in pencil although they have been reworked with watercolour.4 
 
Antoine Terrasse comments: For Bonnard, drawing was the emotional experience par excellence and anyone ignorant of 
how he went about it would have difficulty in deciding whether the drawing followed the painting or vice versa [...].5 
 
 
The work is accompanied by a certificate of authenticity issued by Guy-Patrice Dauberville, 
Bernheim-Jeune & Cie., Paris. 
 
 
 

            
 

Fig. 1: Nu à la baignoire (Sortie du bain), 1931,              Fig. 2: Nu au tub (Femme accroupie), 1913, 
oil on canvas, 120 x 110 cm,                oil on canvas, 75 x 53 cm 
Centre Georges Pompidou – MNAM/CCI, Paris             Private collection 
 

                                                             
4 See Munck, op. cit., p. 259, nos. D 20 and D 21. 
5 Antoine Terrasse, Bonnard. Leben und Werk, Cologne 1989, p. 165. 


